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Anna Maria's Needleworks Notebook
With Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery, learn to sketch and
stitch strong, recognizable women from all walks of life.
Featuring sketching and illustration instructions, basic
stitches, embroidery techniques, and projects with portraits of
famous women, this book is a must-have tool for hands-on
artists and crafters. The Art Makers series is designed for
beginning artists and arts-and-crafts enthusiasts who are
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interested in experiencing a fun hands-on medium. If you're a
beginning embroiderer, start with the basic stitches and
embroidery instructions at the beginning of the book.
Essential tools, warm-up exercises, tips for embroidering
facial features and hair, and general information on
embroidery will give you the know-how you need to get
started. Then dive into sketching your favorite female cultural
and historical icons, including: Michelle Obama Ruth Bader
Ginsburg Frida Kahlo Eleanor Roosevelt Malala Yousafzai
Maya Angelou Georgia O'Keeffe and many more! Once
you've sketched your figures, follow along with the step-bystep embroidery projects as you learn to stitch the women
featured in the book--and anyone else you admire! All of the
projects are beautifully paired with large photos so that you
can easily mimic the techniques at home while relaxing with
your embroidery. The author is a professional illustrator,
designer, and embroiderer uniquely suited to give instruction
on this fun, trending embroidery technique. With her expert
tips, you're sure to enjoy learning a new hobby, or advancing
your skills if you're already familiar with embroidery. Art
Makers: Empowered Embroidery makes it easy to sketch,
stitch, and create your favorite female icons, from
empowering women of today to icons of the past.

The Essential Book of Embroidery Stitches
This glorious book is filled to the brim with a wide ranging
history of textiles and 350 superb illustrations drawn from
many countries and sources vestments and costume,
samplers and pictures, great beds and furniture. The story of
embroidery and needlework is discussed within the
fascinating context of the history of fabrics, of decorative
costume, of interior decoration, of church and state
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ceremonial, of girl's education, of furniture and pastimes. Silk,
cotton, linen, and the significance of colours and dyes are
also considered. Two interesting chapters reveal the worldwide fascination in an influence of Chinese embroidery and
Indian textiles. With a broad account of the artistic
achievements of every facet of decorative needlework the
book is rich with the art-historical background encompassing
the most magnificent of all embroidery, the mediaeval English
vestments so coveted by Popes and Bishops across Europe,
to the domestic treasures created in more recent centuries.
Baroque, Rococo, neo-classical and other period
characteristics are each discussed with reference to works
created by children, young girls, and ladies who made
furniture coverings destined for posterity. The nineteenth
century saw extremes of art and fashion ranging from Berlin
woolwork to Art Needlework and the eclectic inspiration
represented by William Morris, all leading to simpler
modernist styles which evolved over the twentieth century.
The author sets in political and social context the whole
panoply of textiles distinguishing between the magnificent
products of professional workshops and the uniquely
individual and especially charming amateur embroideries that
survive today amongst the most beautiful treasures of the
decorative arts. Mr Synge's text is authoritative but examines
with infectious enthusiasm this field which has never been
sufficiently understood but now interests more people than
ever before. It will appeal to all who admire beautiful things,
fine workmanship, good design and lovely fabrics. 320 colour
& 30 b/w illustrations

Embroider Everything Workshop
Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more
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than 60 artful activities in this completely revised and updated
edition Art making is a wonderful way for young children to
tap into their imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore
new materials, all while strengthening their fine motor skills
and developing self-confidence. The Artful Parent has all the
tools and information you need to encourage creative
activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio
space in your home to finding the best art materials for
children, this book gives you all the information you need to
get started. You’ll learn how to: * Pick the best materials for
your child’s age and learn to make your very own * Prepare
art activities to ease children through transitions, engage the
most energetic of kids, entertain small groups, and more *
Encourage artful living through everyday activities * Foster a
love of creativity in your family

Aimee Ray's Sweet & Simple Jewelry
Blackwork has a rich history that has developed over the
years into an iconic and sophisticated style of embroidery.
This practical book presents a number of ways to approach
blackwork embroidery, from forming basic stitches and
patterns to developing complex shaded pieces with
confidence. Through an assortment of exercises, it introduces
the principles of shading along with several projects to further
explore the potential of blackwork. Detailed instructions on
designing and developing shaded pieces of blackwork
embroidery are given along with guidance on how to choose
suitable images for translating into stitch. Step-by-step
instructions on how to form basic stitches and how to form
patterns are included as well as almost 250 shaded patterns,
indicating how differing patterns appear when worked in
different thicknesses of thread. Finally, patterns are grouped
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by family for easy identification and pattern blending.

The Artful Parent
Embroidery has long been relegated to the work of women in
the home, seen as mere decoration on tablecloths, curtains
and men's clothing. The craft, despite its intricacies, has
historically been perceived as an act of domestic labor rather
than of creative talent. But in the 1960's and 70's, feminists
utilizing needlework and embroidery started reclaiming their
techniques as works of art. From Thread to Needle:
Contemporary Embroidery Art features the work of 84
contemporary artists from all generations across the globe
and their influences, technical challenges and the messages
they wish to convey through their embroidery art. Using a
myriad of materials, such as cotton canvas, photographs,
plastic, garbage and wire mesh, these artists bring new life
into a supposed antiquated skill. The gorgeous full-page
illustrations throughout the book highlight the vast possibilities
of embroidery, and through their raw emotion shatter the
perception of the craft as strictly feminine.

Bead Embroidery Stitch Samples
How to Embroider Almost Everything is an inspiring, fun, and
sophisticated collection of 500+ stitch motifs from embroidery
designer Wendi Gratz that offers a fresh new take on
embroidery. Get a detailed checklist of everything you’ll need
to embark on your stitch journey: threads, needles, fabric, and
more. Find step-by-step tutorials for essential stitches and
other techniques for creating the motifs, plus answers to
common questions and invaluable tips and tricks. Explore an
amazing 500+ modern motifs for almost everything, including
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people and pets, trees and flowers, everyday objects, food,
home, and more. Either re-create the motifs exactly as shown
using the accompanying templates and stitch guides, or give
them your own creative spin by changing details and colors to
suit your own style. How to Embroider Almost Everything
helps you take your first steps to embroidering to your heart’s
content and creating beautiful drawings with needle and
thread! Each book in the Almost Everything series offers
readers a fun, comprehensive, and charmingly illustrated
visual directory of ideas to inspire skill building in their
creative endeavors.

Embroidered Effects
Embroider Your Stress Away Escape the chaos of everyday
life by embroidering yourself a romantic and tranquil getaway.
Allow Charles Henry and Elin Petronella to whisk you away to
the calming villas of the French countryside. Discover the
hidden gems of Paris, stroll down the colorful tiled streets of
Lisbon or float along the canals of Venice. Let go of your
worries stitch by stitch through these 20 delightful European
scenescapes inspired by Charles and Elin’s favorite places
throughout Europe. Beginners can confidently complete any
design in this book using five common and simple embroidery
stitches. As leaders in the modern hand embroidery
movement, Charles and Elin invite you to let go of
perfectionism and instead slow down, unwind and enjoy the
meditative process of creating something gorgeous one
stitch, and breath, at a time. For a printable download of the
pattern design templates, please email Charles at
charles@charlesandelin.com.

Embroidered Woodland Creatures
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Add dimension and luster to your sewing projects! Inspired by
the magic of beads, buttons, and charms, Christen Brown
shares eight stunning beadwork projects including brooches,
bracelets, and wallhangings. A handy visual guide to 125
bead-embroidered and bead-woven stitches categorizes each
stitch by style, with a second alphabetical index to keep at
your fingertips. A robust project gallery will inspire crafters of
all skill levels, from embroiderers and sewists to crazy
quilters, mixed-media artists, and jewelry makers.

Art of Embroidery
Presents instructions for thirty-two jewelry-making projects,
incorporating unusual techniques and such materials as
fabric, clay, seeds, feathers, and plastic.

Doodle Stitching Embroidery Art
Coloring is better when you do it together! This unique
coloring book, created by Aimee Ray, author of the popular
Doodle Stitching series, offers two-for-one fun. Each spread
features one full-page picture designed especially for children
and another more complicated illustration for adults.
Showcasing an array of adorable animals, from squirrels to
owls, Woodland Creatures is a great way for parents and kids
to come together and let their imaginations soar.

Soutache
Now in ebook for the first time ever! Embroidery empress
Jenny Hart taught her legion of fans the basics with the bestselling Stitch-It Kit and Sublime Stitching. Now, for the first
time ever in digital format, she takes stitchers one step further
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with instructions and diagrams for more than 35 stitches. This
very special ebook includes the text from the print version,
plus instructions for how to print the patterns and iron-on
transfers. With lots of project photos for guidance, even
beginners can learn how to stitch faux tattoos on their shirt
sleeves, cheeky fan dancers on their shower curtains, and
many more fun projects.

Creative Stitches for Contemporary Embroidery
Have a merry doodling Christmas with 100 festive motifs,
designs, quotes, and decorative borders to embroider.
Featuring winter scenes, whimsical snowmen and reindeer,
decorative borders, and more, this Christmas-themed
collection in the popular Doodle Stitching series combines
designs from Doodle Stitching: The Holiday Motif Collection
with completely new patterns. Each enchanting transfer can
be reused up to five times, and there's a handy envelope at
the back to store your cutouts. An introduction teaches
beginners all the basic techniques.

Craft in America
Thread your needle and master the art of embroidery in this
indispensable guide to the most popular stitches and
essential stitching techniques. Whether you are new to
sewing and stitching or you want to increase your repertoire,
The Stitch Bible is the ideal reference, with 225 embroidery
stitches and techniques, plus 17 gorgeous projects to practise
what you have learned. This comprehensive guide includes
Freestyle embroidery techniques, Hardanger embroidery
stitches both in traditional white and contemporary colours,
Blackwork stitches based on geometric designs, Crewelwork
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tapestry techniques, sparklingly elegant Goldwork, striking
Pulled Thread embroidery, bold and beautiful Canvaswork
and delicate Drawn Thread techniques. Features include:
Beautiful inspirational photography of the projects you can
make with these stitches. Step-by-step illustration for all 225
stitches, making it simple to complete each stitch perfectly. 17
contemporary projects to put your new found skills to use
straight away. All the templates and charts needed to
complete the projects. Comprehensive information on the
materials and equipment you need. Advice on the basic
techniques such as how to transfer a design onto fabric, how
to use an embroidery frame, how to read an embroidery chart
and how to lace and frame your embroidery. This essential
bible to stitching will become a trusted resource and a firm
friend on your craft bookshelf.

Painting with Stitches
Making gorgeous landscape quilts is easy with these step-bystep instructions.

Crazy-Quilted Memories
A guide to embroidering hand drawn designs onto clothing,
accessories and home accents. Also, shows how to transfer
your own doodles onto fabric.

When the Soul Listens
The fiber artist and author of Crazy Quilting Odyssey shares
her secrets for creating embroidered landscapes and
seascapes in this illustrated guide. Beloved fiber artist and
teacher Judith Baker Montano demonstrates how to beyond
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traditional embroidery in this new and comprehensive to freeform embroidery. In this book full of stunningly photographed
examples and watercolor illustrations, she shows you how to
apply the principles of fine art to various projects using
fabrics, threads, and fibers. Judith explains how to use these
materials with other embellishments to convey lifelike trees,
flowers, ocean corals, and more with 60 stitches and 67 stitch
combinations. She also demonstrates artistic embroidery
techniques for building layers, creating dimension and
perspective, and blending shapes. With techniques of freeform embroidery, you’ll be able to translate your favorite
landscape or seascape photo into fiber art.

Hoop Dreams
Presents over one hundred simple embroidery designs for
decorating such items as coasters, quilts, and cushion
covers, in a work that includes iron-on transfers.

Doodle-stitching
Do you want to embroider? Are you looking for an embroidery
book that explains everything from A to Z and teaches
popular embroidery stitches? Are you an embroidery expert
looking for a book on different techniques to improve your
skills? In both cases, look no further: you have found it! The
Essential Book of Embroidery Stitches is aptly named: you
will find not only the explanations of the most common
stitches in traditional embroidery, but also more complex
techniques such as stumpwork. Atelier FIL, who is famous for
beautiful embroidery, will introduce you the basic of hand
embroidery. All stitches are introduced with step-by-step
photos. You'll also learn the convenient tips of embroidery,
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3D embroidery, and more.

Make and Mend
Elevate your wool appliqué! Learn from the authors and their
fellow folk artist friends as they collaborate on creative
handwork projects, from wallhangings and pillows to sewing
room accessories. Get a taste of embroidery, rug hooking,
punch needle, yarn sewing, quilting, cross-stitch, and
dimensional wool as you stitch sixteen projects in the
American folk-art style. Each piece combines wool appliqué
with a complementary handwork skill. Get tips for creative
pairings for unique art!

Patchwork Embroidery
Create one-of-a-kind embroidery art using simple techniques!
Best-selling author Aimee Ray of Doodle Stitching fame is
back with the fresh motifs and contemporary inspiration her
fans have come to love. With Aimee’s help, you’ll move
beyond the pattern to reflect your artistic self—making hoop
framed embroidery art, decorative keepsakes, pillows,
patches, charms, and fabric scrapbooks. Create artwork
you’ll display in every room of the house! Mix and match
motifs and personalize wall art with lettering and numbers.
With 20 projects to personalize, Doodle Stitching Embroidery
Art will intrigue both beginners and seasoned embroiderers.

Thread Doodling
More and more sewists and quilters are adding embroidered
details to their work. While there are a bevy of stitch
dictionaries currently available, Bead Embroidery Stitch
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Samples goes beyond basic and traditional embroidery
stitches to incorporate beads, allowing readers to create
delicate and striking trims and embellishments. Stitch patterns
range from elegantly simple single motifs, to complex all over
patterns to three-dimensional designs. Along with step-bystep instructions are numerous examples of how to use and
place the motifs on hems, pockets, cuffs, collars and
handbags; or as home decor trim on pillows, curtains, or
lampshades. Patterns emphasize beaded edgings and trims,
as opposed to heavy, solid beaded fabric motifs found in
other beaded embroidery books. Using nothing more than
embroidery threads and simple beads, Bead Embroidery
Stitch Samples offers beginner and advanced embroidery
enthusiasts alike new ways to set their work apart.

Mindful Embroidery
Features twenty-two contemporary embroidery projects as
well as instructions for learning basic stitches and for
transferring patterns to fabric.

Stitch Zakka
Kumiko is a delicate and sophisticated technique of
assembling wooden pieces into beautiful patterns without the
use of nails, and Matt Kenney's latest book offers step by
step instructions that can't be found in print elsewhere.
Kenney, a former editor at Fine Woodworking is at the
forefront of a revival in interest in Kumiko. He has included
Kumiko in both his furniture designs and as stand-alone
framed panels that highlight the work. Kenney's methods are
reimagined for the modern workshop but still require precise
handwork that pays homage to the craft.
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From Thread to Needle
Combining attitude and instruction, projects and
inspiration--plus iron-on transfer pattern sheets and a
perforated practice stitch card--"Embroider Everything
Workshop" is a complete how-to.

Free-Form Embroidery with Judith Baker Montano
"The Hand-Stitched Surface offers inspiring techniques and
beautiful projects for creating richly layered mixed-media
surfaces on paper and fabric to encourage stitchers to slow
down and savor their handiwork"--

Woodland Creatures
This inventive book is a treasure trove of over 40 inspiring
practical exercises, a rich and creative exploration of fabric
and stitch, and a fascinating all-round read. The exercises
draw inspiration from around the world: create corded works
of art inspired by Milton Glaser's iconic Bob Dylan album
cover; create bold embroidered African masks; layer up and
cut away to create Mola applique; use bleach and fabric paint
to create Aboriginal dreamtime lizards; create knotted works
of art inspired by ancient Mayan counting systems; embroider
varsity cross-stitch letters or try out decorative Japanese book
binding. Alternatively, try a host of other techniques such as
quilting, printing, dyeing, couching tumbled crockery, creating
pleats and puckers and needlelace. The book also contains
'behind the stitches' features: illuminating insights into sewing
movements such as Boro textiles, Gee's Bend quilting and
Dorset buttons.
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The Art of Kumiko
Come embroider alongside admired fabric designer Anna
Maria Horner Admired for her luminous palette and innovative
patterns, Anna Maria's brand means color and inspiration in
the form of fabric, sewing patterns, needlework patterns,
books, and friendly instruction. Now, her legion of fans will
thrill to the publication of a brand-new addition to her growing
library. Anna Maria's Needleworks Notebook gives readers 24
original motifs in a variety of embroidery types, from gridwork
to crewel and fine detailed handwork. Readers will long to
make projects to embellish their homes and wardrobes. Anna
Maria presents each motif in a warm personal notebook-style
with inspiration adn advice to turn each motif into a treasured
finished piece Offers practical instruction in gridwork,
traditional embroidery and crewel, and precise instruction to
complete fine detail work Vivid full-color photographs invite
you into the creative process Whether you're a beginner or a
veteran, the 24 needlework motifs in this beautiful book will
transform your home and wardrobe into a collection of unique
treasures.

Enchanting Embroidery Designs
For novices and seasoned needleworkers alike, this book
guides crafters through the process of creating stunning
works of art using a needle as a paintbrush and a vibrant
collection of threads as a palette. Needleworkers are shown
how to achieve the visual effects that combine the rich texture
of tapestry with the dynamic color and composition of
paintings. Step-by-step instructions for performing a simple
satin stitch are provided, followed by advice for using hand
drawings and a collage technique to develop ideas into
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finished embroidered pieces that retain the spontaneity of the
original concepts. A gallery includes examples of portraits,
creatures, landscapes, flowers, and abstract designs, all
accompanied by line drawing patterns so needleworkers can
try their hands at re-creating them as projects or samplers.

Exploring Folk Art with Wool Appliqué & More
Traditional crazy quilt techniques look fresh and new when
you use them to create a quilted scrapbook of family photos
and mementos. Lovingly stitched by hand, these small,
portable projects are destined to become prized family
heirlooms for generations to come.

Blackwork Embroidery
Calmness and creativity couldn't be more easily fun. With 1
needle, 15 stitches and 2 hoops, embroider over 20 different
designs to discover your creativity in your calmness. Over 20
different contemporary embroideries to transfer and stitch,
plus 11 extra transfer designs to get your creative juices
flowing! With just a needle and selection of threads, you can
gently create a stunning collection of stitcheries while relaxing
after a long working in the home or office. In Carina's latest
book, she shows you how to 'doodle' embroider - lose
yourself in your stitches and floss, and unconsciously form
embroideries not only full of colour but your personality too.
To help you start your journey to original, personal doodle
work, Carina has shared a variety of designs, ranging from
formal patterns - such as geometrics, mandalas, labyrinths
and knots gardens - to more experimental, free-form shapes
that will encourage you to explore your skills and creativity.
These feature more abstract designs, maps and sketch-style
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scenes. Finally, Carina takes you step by step through her
own creative process in her 'Garden' embroidery sample, to
show you how to start, work and finish a design, so you can
see how to forge a unique embroidery yourself. The 22 main
designs can fit either in a 5in or 3in hoop, which are easy to
source in-store or online. Each of Carina's designs will
include photographs of the finished embroidery, a thread key,
a stitch diagram and suggestions of how to work the design.
In addition, Carina will give advice on how to rework her
embroidery, to encourage your own creativity. At the back of
the book, a corresponding transfer can be found so that you
can easily draw the design outline onto your own fabric.
Essential materials and easy-to-follow techniques chapters
can be found at the beginning of the book, along with step-bystep diagrams for the 15 embroidery stitches used to make all
the designs in the book - providing you with a fuss-free,
colourful crash-course on how to start your embroideries.
Finally, 11 extra transfers can be found in amongst those of
the main designs at the back of the book, offering variations
and ideas for you to dive into and work up your own unique
stitcheries! Calmness and creativity couldn't be more easily
fun.

Little Stitches
Discover the 120 hand-embroidery stitches that every
embroiderer should have in their stitching arsenal, with clear,
step-by-step photos you can come back to time and again!
Contemporary needlework teacher Sharon Boggon’s forwardthinking ideas will help you view hand embroidery through a
vibrant new lens. Beginners and seasoned embroiderers will
gain the confidence to create new patterns by playing with the
stitches—manipulating the height and width, making
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asymmetrical loops, stacking up designs, or filling multiple
rows with the same stitch. With so many creative variations
and the author’s gorgeous samplers, you’ll be inspired to
incorporate new techniques in your own crazy quilts and
modern projects.

Doodle Stitching: the Christmas Collection Transfer
Pack
An exquisite, full-color guide to sashiko, a simple Japanese
stitching technique that uses stunning patterns to decorate or
repair clothing, accessories, and home textiles. Requiring no
special equipment other than a sewing needle and thread,
Make and Mend introduces the incredibly simple technique of
sashiko--a striking hand-sewing method using a running stitch
to form pleasing geometric patterns. Sashiko is traditionally
used to mend and repair clothing and textiles, but it can just
as easily be used to create beautiful, decorative projects for
the home. With fifteen projects applying a modern, on-trend
aesthetic to this ancient craft, Make and Mend shows readers
how to apply sashiko stitching to a variety of craft projects,
such as repairing torn jeans, mending a ripped hem, and
making decorative pillows, napkins, a tablecloth, and a
totebag. Touching on the concepts of beauty in minimalism
and resourceful simplicity, as well as a fascination with Japan
and Japanese design, this easy and accessible book appeals
to both the seasoned maker and total beginner.

Beaded Embroidery Stitching
Embroiderers will enjoy hours of stitching fun with this
charming transfer pack, featuring more than 50 woodlandthemed designs. The nature-based patterns range from
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complex mandalas to simple critters, and are printed on
reusable transfer paper: just tear out the pages, iron the
pattern onto fabric, and stitch. Plus, there's a handy pocket in
the back to store your cutout transfers.

Landscape Quilts
Step inside a world of arcane imagery and rich esoteric
symbolism in Stitchcraft: An Embroidery Book of Simple
Stitches and Peculiar Patterns. Author Gayla Partridge draws
upon her knowledge of phrenology, anatomy, floral design,
and Ouija to create deeply imaginative embroidery art.
Through extraordinary, stylized photography and detailed
close-ups of her designs, readers learn about Partridge's
sources of inspiration, technique, and modern twists on an
age-old craft. From the anatomy of snakes to bountiful
bouquets, from Dia de Los Muertos to a threaded Virgin Mary,
readers will be inspired to follow Partridge's exclusive
designs, and to create their own. The intricate pieces in
Stitchcraft are entirely achievable with basic embroidery
stitches and easy-to-follow instructions, enchanting
embroidery beginners and experts alike. --from Amazon.

Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery
Vibrant color and rich textures abound in Hoop Dreams, a
stylish embroidery guide for the modern maker. Author Cristin
Morgan of Marigold + Mars outlines the basics of 10 classic
embroidery stitches and then teaches you how to use them to
create 20 beautiful and practical projects for hoops, for the
home, and to wear. New and experienced embroiderers alike
will be delighted by the fresh motifs and bold color palettes
and empowered by the easy step-by-step instructions and
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templates, which show that with just a few simple stitches,
some basic materials, and an idea or two, you can stitch just
about anything. A glossary of more than 50 additional
patterns and motifs will inspire you to personalize your
projects and use your newfound embroidery skills in fresh and
imaginative ways. As an added bonus, the book includes an
envelope with 10 carbon transfer papers for quickly
transferring patterns to fabric.

Stitch, Fabric & Thread
Enchanting Embroidery Designs invites you to create your
own world using bright thread colors and imaginative stitches.
Full of motifs that are both simple and playful, from zany
crocodiles, and cuddly cats to big-eared bats and stealthy
ravens. This book invites you to be creative with its whimsical
designs and step-by-step instructions—whether you use these
projects as visible mending techniques or simply to add
interest to a piece. The sweet scenes and cute characters are
full of life and texture, making them at home on your favorite
clothing, home accessories or wall hangings. The unusual
and versatile designs in this book include: Cheery flowers on
a broach Pretty pine trees on hanging ornaments A colorful
curly sheep Fluffy and stormy clouds Bushy-tailed foxes Moss
on stone and microorganisms in Petri dishes And more!
Simple how-tos take you through every recommended stitch,
while a section on combining colors will inspire you to try
mixing and matching to create something new. There's also a
section on turning your stitchery into embellishments you can
use, wear and share. Put your imagination and hands to work
with the help of this inspiring embroidery book.

Stitchcraft
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Accessible and readable and lively illustrated, CRAFT IN
AMERICA will explore the historical, social and cultural
significance of craft, focussing on the last century. While
showcasing some of the greatest works of the last century,
CRAFT IN AMERICA will delve deeply into the psychology of
craft to show how it fulfills a need we share as Americans.

The Stitch Bible
Patchwork isn t just for quilts! It s also perfect for making
clothing, toys, housewares, and more. Add embroidery to the
mix, and the possibilities are endless. Bestselling author
Aimee Ray ("Doodle Stitching") has whipped up 21 great gift
ideas that showcase both techniques. They all feature Aimee
s popular signature motifs, and include place mats, napkins,
tablet covers, pillows, banners, and even baby items."

The Hand-Stitched Surface
Presents thirty designs for beadwork jewelry incorporating
soutache, or decorative fabric braids, and includes tips on
stitching soutache, securing crystals on a work, and backing
the beadwork.

How to Embroider Almost Everything
Do you long for depth and authenticity in your relationship
with God? Do you want purpose and daily direction but can’t
seem to find the right prayer to receive it? When the Soul
Listens will guide you away from formulas and step-by-step
prayer plans toward contemplative prayer, “the lifestyle that
allows you to experience God’s presence,” writes author Jan
Johnson. Learn to find rest and guidance in God, opening
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yourself to God’s presence and direction through this
practical approach. If you are disillusioned, experiencing
spiritual dryness, or simply looking for the next step in your
spiritual growth, When the Soul Listens offers a clear path to
a fulfilling connection with God.
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